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At a glance

Problem:
Real-time document detection in smartphone videos is challenging [3]

Why our approach is interesting:
based on classical mathematical morphology operators [6]
no a priori on documents in images
light enough to be run on smartphones

Conclusion:
our method is

fast (0.04 s per frame)
robust (to many defects: noise, defocus, moves, low-light...)
and effective (Jaccard coefficient of 0.9 on SmartDoc 2015 [5])

Robustness of our method
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Description of the method

Pre-processing:
↝ reduction of each frame to 180 × 100 px, and conversion to La∗b∗ space
↝ regularization with a morphological closing on L, and an erosion on a

Segmentation of the image into regions:
↝ morphological thick gradient on each component of La∗b∗, and summed up
↝ morphological closing to remove non-significant regional minima
↝ morphological watershed transform ⇒ a collection of basins

Extraction of line chunks from region contours:
↝ Hough transform on the binary watershed line image,
↝ post-processing: cut lines into chunks, and remove redundant chunks

Finding the document boundaries:
↝ classification of chunks (top, bottom, left, right)
↝ pairing of compatible chunks (left-top for example)
↝ finding the best path (i.e., left-top + top-right + etc.) using an energy criterion

Quantitative results

Method set#1 set#2 set#3 set#4 runtime

Xu et al. [2] 0.997 0.987 0.999 0.994 >1min
LRDE SmartDoc 0.987 0.977 0.989 0.984 >1min

Leal et al. [1] (best) 0.961 0.944 0.965 0.930 0.43s
SmartDoc average [5] 0.946 0.903 0.938 0.812 ?
Leal et al. [1] (fastest) 0.921 0.849 0.909 0.840 0.10s

Our 0.905 0.936 0.859 0.903 0.04s

Some qualitative results
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